David Cronenberg's debut novel centers on two journalists and their fascination with scandal and social media. At the age of 71, after nearly 50 years of making such nightmare-inducing films as "Scanners" (1981) "Videodrome" (1983), and "The Fly" (1986), David Cronenberg brings his body-horror sensibilities to his debut novel, Consumed. His novel, Consumed, seems, in some ways, to fit better with the Cronenberg. (Scribner, 2014). Consumed, the new novel by Canadian cult filmmaker David Cronenberg, reads like what it is: the first work in a new medium by a mature. Self-cannibalism? Apotemnophilia? A weapons-grade hearing aid? Must be David Cronenberg, whose inventive debut novel is one of the strangest books you'll.
hardly be surprised that his debut novel concerns strange sexual practices, gory diseases, obscure political paranoia. The exhilarating debut novel by iconic filmmaker David Cronenberg: the story of two journalists whose entanglement in a French philosopher's death becomes. Cronenberg's Consumed feels similar to that of fellow Canadian sci-fi writer William Gibson, in that the narrative is globe-hopping in nature and both writers. In the middle of David Cronenberg's cannibalism-themed debut novel Consumed, it occurred to me there's nothing to be gained from reading reviews of his. After working on his film adaptation of William Burroughs's Naked Lunch (1991), David Cronenberg apotheosised both the writer and himself by claiming his...Flavorwire Interview: David Cronenberg on Body Horror, Dick Pics, and His First Novel, 'Consumed'. By Alison Nastasi October 3, 2014 1:00 pm. Share, Tweet. Consumed is clearly the work of David Cronenberg. The novel suggests a print fusion of the filmmaker's early, grungy, bluntly metaphorical work with the subtler. David Cronenberg's work has left indelible marks on my brain. Cronenberg's debut novel, Consumed, is also unforgettable, but only because of how terrible it. Depraved Dave Cronenberg, King of Venereal Horror, director of Scanners, Videodrome, The Brood, The Fly, as well as adaptations of unfilmable literary novels. NEW YORK (AP) — To finish his first novel, David Cronenberg had to work around a few other projects. Like the four movies he completed over the past eight...
life and the curate's egg that is Maps to the Stars), David Cronenberg
should quit his.

"Consumed," the debut novel by Canadian filmmaker David
Cronenberg, carries out the director's screen vision on the page. Buy
Consumed by David Cronenberg (ISBN: 9780007299157) from
Amazon's Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. The
exhilarating debut novel by iconic filmmaker David Cronenberg: the
story of two journalists whose entanglement in a French philosopher's
death becomes.

The ur-image of Canadian filmmaker David Cronenberg's work comes
from his 1983 film Videodrome, when James Woods, faced with the
breathy, cooing. Stylish and tech-obsessed, Naomi and Nathan thrive on
the yellow journalism of the social-media age. They are lovers and
competitors – nomadic freelancers. David Cronenberg is decidedly not
calling from inside the house: Maps to the Stars represents the proudly
Canadian director's first film actually (albeit partially).

David Cronenberg's films always feel like science fiction, his cool, clinical approach gives a chilly
sci-fi atmosphere even to such ostensibly "realistic" films as A.